TeamViewer and BenQ Cooperate for Enhanced Support, Control and Collaboration on Digital Signage and Interactive Flat Panels

Users can remotely access and control BenQ’s interactive flat panels and digital signage at any time, from anywhere via pre-installed TeamViewer QuickSupport agent for Android

TAMPA BAY, Fla. (PRWEB) November 20, 2018 -- TeamViewer®, a global leader in secure remote connectivity solutions, today announced its cooperation with BenQ, a leading technology and solutions provider, in order to provide better support, control and collaboration on displays and flat panels from BenQ’s product portfolio.

With this partnership, both TeamViewer and Blizz by TeamViewer will become listed as recommended software on BenQ’s website, and be available pre-installed in BenQ devices through product bundling. In addition, the TeamViewer QuickSupport App can be downloaded onto the devices from the TeamViewer website.

Remote access, control and support on digital signage via TeamViewer
BenQ’s line of digital signage will now be pre-installed with TeamViewer’s QuickSupport agent for Android, enabling the administrator to remotely access the functionality of the displays from his or her workstation anywhere, at any time. Whether the displays are used for advertising messages, menus or signposts in restaurants or hotels, for special offers in retail, or as an information board in a corporate environment – with TeamViewer, admins get access to an easy-to-use solution for monitoring, control and support of BenQ displays from afar to swiftly resolve issues on the devices in a time and cost-effective manner, saving them a trip to the physical machine.

Conferencing & Collaboration on interactive flat panels with Blizz by TeamViewer
In addition, BenQ’s interactive flat panels will come equipped with TeamViewer’s Blizz Collaboration Companion, giving users access to Blizz’ logged and indexed team messaging, face-to-face HD VoIP video and audio calling, instant or scheduled group meetings (for up to 300 people), and screen sharing capabilities — essential meeting tools needed to communicate and collaborate better with teams and clients, from anywhere, at any time. (Please note: The use of Blizz audiovisual features requires the use of a special camera with microphone, and a USB cable for connecting to your BenQ interactive flat panel.)

“We are excited to enter this partnership with BenQ, as this will enable our customers to remotely manage and reduce the downtime of their digital signage and help improve communication and collaboration through interactive flat panels – regardless if they are being used in a commercial, corporate or even educational environment,” says Oliver Steil, CEO at TeamViewer.

“Today’s evolving presentation and collaboration needs require visual tools that make participation simple and effective,” says Conway Lee, president of BenQ Corporation. “We are happy to combine our cutting-edge display expertise with TeamViewer’s remote support and collaboration capabilities in order to provide presentation and collaboration experiences that are fun, reliable and productive right out of the box.”

About BenQ Corporation
Founded on the corporate vision of “Bringing Enjoyment ‘N’ Quality to Life”, BenQ Corporation is a world-leading human technology and solutions provider aiming to elevate and enrich every aspect of consumers’
lives. To realize this vision, the company focuses on the aspects that matter most to people today – lifestyle, business, healthcare and education – with the hope of providing people with the means to live better, increase efficiency, feel healthier and enhance learning. Such means include a delightful broad portfolio of people-driven products and embedded technologies spanning digital projectors, monitors, interactive large-format displays, audio products, cloud consumer products, mobile communications and lifestyle lighting. Because it matters.

About BenQ Group
The BenQ Group is a $25+ billion powerhouse comprised of nearly 20 independent companies operating in over 30 countries across numerous industries with a combined workforce of over 100,000 employees. Each Group member is a recognized leader in its own field, contributing to the BenQ Group’s vast resources, broad R&D, and distinct strategic strengths. By leveraging each company’s vertical specialization to create true scale across horizontal markets, the BenQ Group controls a highly efficient value chain with the unrivaled ability to deliver critical components and world-class solutions in the following industries: TFT-LCD, green energy, fine chemicals and advanced materials, lighting, IC design, precision components, system integration, branded business, and service. The Group is committed to profitable and sustainable businesses that share its long-standing vision of Bringing Enjoyment ‘N’ Quality to Life.

The BenQ Group companies are: BenQ Corporation, AU Optronics Corporation (world’s top manufacturer of large-size TFT-LCD panels), Qisda Corporation, Darfon Electronics Corporation, BenQ ESCO Corp., BenQ Materials Corp., BenQ Guru Corp., BenQ Medical Center, BenQ Medical Technology Corp., BenQ AB DentCare Corp., Daxin Materials Corp., Dazzo Technology Corp., Darwin Precisions Corp., Lextar Electronics Corp., LILY Medical Corp. and Raydium Semiconductor Corp.

About TeamViewer
A global connectivity powerhouse, TeamViewer empowers users to connect anything, anywhere, anytime. Its market-leading solutions offer secure remote access, support, control and collaboration capabilities for online endpoints of any kind. By innovating with cutting-edge yet easy-to-deploy Augmented Reality (AR) and Internet of Things (IoT) implementations, the company enables businesses of all sizes to tap into their full digital potential. TeamViewer has been activated on more than 1.7 billion devices and serves at least 40 million concurrent connections at any time. Founded in 2005, the company employs more than 700 people in offices across Germany, the United States, Australia, Armenia and Japan. For more information, go to
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